Prior to use: Read through the steps and practice the visualizations and their sequence slowly for familiarity.

1. Close your eyes and visualize the image of a flat (2-dimensional line drawing) 6-Pointed Star of David (The Merkaba Star) made of White Light, stationed at the 6th Chakra on the inside of the Forehead. (If you cannot yet generate inner visualizations, simply imagine that the symbol is there.)

Continue to visualize or imagine, and move the White Merkaba Star image over toward the left in your inner field of vision. In the center of your inner field of vision, visualize or imagine the image of another Merkaba Star, made of Dark Silver Light. Observe or imagine the 2 Merkaba Stars in your inner field of vision and then slowly move the images toward each other until they have merged into one Merkaba Star Symbol made of Pale Silver Light. (The Pale Silver Double Merkaba Star Symbol is called the HIEROPHANT — It is the scalar wave template that governs the release of phase-lock on the Maharic Shield.)

2. Visualize/imagine the Hierophant Symbol clearly in mind, then shift attention to the sound of your breath. Take several slow, deep breaths. On the next EXHALE use the force of breath to forcefully push the Hierophant down from its position at the 6th Chakra, through the Central Body Current and into the Earth's Core. Take a few more slow breaths while visualizing/imagining the Hierophant Symbol in the center of the Earth's core. Imagine now that the Hierophant begins to spin in the Earth's core, the dark Silver Merkaba Star and the White Merkaba Star spinning in opposite directions. Spin the Hierophant progressively faster until it "takes on a life of its own," and suddenly "pops and expands" to form a Pale Silver Sphere of Light spinning in the Earth’s core.

3. Observe the Pale Silver Hierophant Sphere spinning in Earth’s core, then visualize/imagine that a huge, horizontal Pale Silver spinning disc emerges out from the Hierophant Sphere, forming a massive Pale Silver Disc of Light spinning...
throughout the Earth and extending outward into the atmosphere as a rotating, horizontal plane.

This horizontal disc-plane extending through the Earth represents the Mahara Hova Body, or Maharic Shield of the planetary morphogenetic field — the Pre-matter Liquid Light scalar grid composed of frequency from dimensions 10, 11 and 12. (Known as the Shield of Aramatena). Using the Hierophant wave template you have now activated the planetary Maharic Shield, opening the Planetary Bio-feed Interface System™ into your bio-energetic field. This constitutes opening your personal Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field into the Planetary Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field, allowing you to draw an unlimited supply of energy from the planetary field. You can draw in only as much as your personal morphogenetic field can hold. With repetition of this practice the energy-holding capacity of your Kathara Grid progressively increases, allowing you a continually expanding supply of energy for healing and revitalization.

4. While remaining aware of the Planetary Maharic Shield spinning on a horizontal plane throughout the Earth's body, return the focus of your attention to the spinning Silver Hierophant Sphere rotating at Earth’s core. (You will now use the Hierophant Sphere to activate your personal Maharic Shield and release the 12th-Dimensional Pillar of Light within your bio-energetic field.) Take several slow, deep breaths, while visualizing/imaging the Hierophant Sphere up from Earth’s core with the inhale breath, forming a Pale Silver Cord about 6” thick trailing behind the Hierophant as it rises to the 12th Chakra, 6” beneath the feet. One end of the Silver Cord remains rooted in Earth’s core, the other end is attached to the Hierophant Sphere and follows its movement. Visualize the 12th Chakra as a small, transparent disc about 3” in diameter, positioned 6” below the feet. Stop the movement of the Hierophant in the center of the 12th Chakra, imagine the Sphere beginning to spin and visualize the diameter of the 12th Chakra disc expanding to about 6” in diameter, as the Hierophant spins in the center of the 12th Chakra.

5. On the next INHALE draw the Hierophant Sphere up from the 12th Chakra, through the Central Body Current and up to the 14th Chakra 36” above the head. As the Hierophant Sphere rises, visualize the 6” thick Silver Cord drawing up through the 12th Chakra and farther up through the Central Body Current, following the path of the Hierophant Sphere to the 14th Chakra. Visualize the Silver Cord as a long, thick Pale Silver Cord of Light, running from the Earth’s core, through your body and out the top of your head, connecting to the 14th Chakra 36” above the head. Take several deep, slow breaths while imagining that you can feel the sensation of this massive current of clear, pure energy running through the center of your body.

6. On the next EXHALE, push the spinning Hierophant Sphere down through the Central Body Current, while leaving the top end of the Pale Silver Cord attached to the 14th Chakra 36” above your head. Move the Hierophant down through the 12th Chakra 6” below the feet, and stop the Hierophant 6” below the 12th Chakra; a position about 12” below the feet. This is the location of the Maharic Shield within the morphogenetic field of the body. Breathe slowly and visualize the Hierophant spinning progressively faster 12” beneath the feet, until the Hierophant “takes on a life of its own” and suddenly "pops and expands" to form an expanding horizontal disc of Pale Silver Light spinning 12” beneath the feet. Feel the disc as a circular platform 3 yards in diameter below the feet.

7. Call to mind the image of the massive horizontal disc of Pale Silver Light spinning through the Earth’s body — the Planetary Maharic Shield. Imagine the sensation of the large, spinning pale Silver platform disc spinning 12” beneath your feet — your personal Maharic Shield. Breathe slowly and deeply while visualizing/imaging a
massive rush of pure, cool Pale Silver energy, running from the planetary Maharic Shield, up through the Pale Silver Cord and into the personal Maharic Shield 12" beneath your feet. Breathe as this energy runs, filling your Maharic Shield to its energy-holding capacity. When your Maharic Shield has received as much Pale Silver energy as it can hold, it will "take on a life of its own", and suddenly "pop and expand" upward into an oscillating Pale Silver Pillar of Light surrounding and permeating the body, a tube of light extending beyond the body about 18", and running from the Earth's core to the 14th Chakra 36" above the head. Feel the reality of your body encased in the cool, refreshing Pale Silver Pillar of oscillating light. Take a few slow deep breaths and imagine the energy from the Pillar emanating through all of your body cells. Your Bioenergetic Field is now sealed with a protective barrier of 11th/12th-Dimensional frequency — the Maharic Seal.

8. The Liquid Light Cleanse: As the Pale Silver Pillar of Light oscillates around you, place your attention for a moment at the 13th Chakra in Earth's core and INHALE a final Spark of Pale Silver Light from Earth's core, drawing the Spark up through the Pale Silver Cord into the Main Vertical Channel of the Kathara Grid, and into the center of the 4th Heart Chakra. Breathe slowly and easily while visualizing energy from the Silver Spark radiating throughout the embodied 12-Tree Kathara Grid, filling it with Pale Silver Light. When the Kathara Grid has reached its energy-holding capacity, the 12th Chakra will automatically contract to decrease the flow of Silver Light from the Earth's core. As the 12th Chakra contracts, the Planetary Maharic Shield stops spinning and transmitting energy through the Silver Cord, returning the Silver Cord to its dormant state. The Maharic Seal Pale Silver Pillar of Light will remain in your bio-energetic field between 1-3 hours. Over a 3-month period of frequent, consistent daily practice of this process, the Maharic Seal will self-sustain in the bio-energetic field for 12-14 hours.

For quick reinforcement of the Maharic Seal, once the full process has been run within 24 hours: Simply Imagine a spark of Pale Silver Light at the Pineal Gland, exhale it rapidly down to Earth's Core and imagine the Earth's Maharic Shield spinning, call to mind the Pale Silver Cord and Inhale the 4' diameter Cord all the way up around you, forming the Pillar, attaching it "out in deep space" to the Star of Pale Blue Light.

Visit www.azuritepress.com for more information on Keylontic Science and www.katharateam.com for more information on Kathara Healing or to find a facilitator/teacher in your area.
The Psonn of Lyra

The Mah’ah Bi-Vec’us Inavhoki. Invocation of the Maharata.
Creation Decree Invocation AS the personal D-12 Christos Avatar Maharata Self identity

From this Still Point of my Wholeness in manifest decision,
I Decree in Sovereign Knowing, here expressed at my Command
(loveingly stated absolute intention)
the Divine Will and Intention of the ONE-SELF that is ONE GOD.
The ONE-SELF that IS ONE GOD THIS I AM.

Mah-Hah-Rah-Tah   KHUM BI-Vec’TUS........(your own name)
IN-A-VHO’-KI   UN’E-BLE’UM   BI-Vec’TI
Mah’-ah Bi-Vec’TI   UN   UR’-A-OR’-NaM’-OOR
E’-stA  Un’-tA  E’-Sa    Tra’zd-Jha’   HA’-A Rha
P’tah-TA   Um  a  ah-ShA’-Lum    Thah-A’-Jha  in’ta    DO  A
Um Sha’-DI  UR’-A  ah  Khum’  TU

In the name of the Melchizedek Cloister Emerald Order Eieyani, Holy Order of the Yunasai,
Sacred House of ONE.

Translation

Mah-Hah-Rah-Tah   KHUM BI-Vec’Tus....................(name)
I as D-12 Christos Avatar self........(name)

IN-A-VHO’-KI   UN’E-BLE’UM   BI-Vec’TI
Invoke by Divine Loving Command Now, by the Power of the Universal Christos,

Mah’-ah   Bi-Vec’TI   UN   UR’-A-   OR’-NaM’- - OOR
the D-12 Divine Christos Blueprint past-present-future; NOW the Divine Sea of Liquid Light anchors in the
moment.

E’ –stA   Un’tA  E’-Sa    Tra’zd-JHa’   HA’-A Rha
Absolutely now established, always and forever, in eternal abiding reverent Love of the Eternal ALL-ONE

P’tah-TA   Um  a  Ah-ShA’-Lum
Blessed Be all embracing, given forth from the Still Point of Eternal Peace

Thah-A’-Jha  in’ta    DO  A”
Spoken As IT IS STATED, As SO it IS DONE

Um   Sha’-DI  UR’-A  ah  Khum’  TU
All Embracing Pillar of First Cause Light, I AS THIS expression now.

In the name of the Melchizedek Cloister Emerald Order Eieyani,
Holy Order of the Yunasai, Sacred House of ONE.

An audio file of this psonn (song) being sung by Ashayana Deane can be accessed at
http://www.azuritepress.com/techniques/invocation_of_the_maharata.htm

©Ashayana and Azartan Deane, Eckrs MCEO
*Not intended to Diagnose, Treat, or Cure Dis-ease or Illness, nor is it to be presented or construed, in any way,
as a substitute for Professional Medical, Surgical or Psychiatric Care or Treatment.